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A sander to sing about
Biesse’s Viet Opera 5 veneer, basecoat and lacquer-sanding
machine exceeds all expectations at Grech and Grech.

E

Steve Plumstead

very furniture manufacturer knows you
can’t produce a really high-quality finish
without careful preparation and never
is this more critical than with lacquered
high gloss work. It’s unforgiving. Totally
intolerant. Any imperfections left over from
the preparation stage will be apparent in
the surface.
At Chichester-based Grech and Grech,
they’ve really set the bar at the very top
when it comes to high gloss lacquering. The
finish they produce is exceptional – mirrorlike and among the best I’ve seen – but as
factory manager Steve Plumstead says, they
are extremely critical at every stage, don’t cut
corners and won’t compromise. “We make
kitchens, bedrooms, bars, study furniture…
It’s all high-end for clients who want the very
best. We are using anything from a grained

matt lacquer to a fully grain-filled high gloss
burnished finish that’s either painted, or a
clear lacquer over veneer. We also finish with
metallics and liquid sprayed metals.”
Preparation used to be done entirely by
hand at Grech and Grech but when you’re
staining wood – and a lot of the finishes
they offer involve stains – even two experts
will not sand the same way. Any
inconsistency at the sanding stage and the
stain will take differently so, keen to ensure
the ultimate consistency, Steve started
investigating sanding machines.
“We looked at several machines,” he told
Furniture Journal. “But we already had
several Biesse machines and the service
Biesse has given us has always been fast and
efficient. When the Biesse representative
arrived unexpectedly and started telling us

about the Viet Opera 5, it sounded
unbelievable. Salesmen will always tell you
all the amazing things their machines will do
and some of them sound pretty incredible
so I was sceptical. I wanted to see it. Will
Grech [a director at Grech and Grech] and
I decided to visit the Tech Centre in
Daventry to find out for ourselves.
“We took a boot full of panels and we
threw as many stones at the machine as we
could. It absolutely blew us away. We were
there for a good half day with Tech Centre
Manager, Nigel and Biesse’s sanding
specialist, Michele Luzio. They were really
helpful. We are still using the programs we
created in the Tech Centre that day, though
we’ve adjusted them to suit over the 18
months we’ve had the machine.”
The Viet Opera 5 is certainly a sander to
sing about. Compact, flexible and designed
with veneer, basecoat and lacquer sanding in
mind, it can be configured with up to four

units inside plus accessories like a
Scotchbrite roller and a structuring brush at
the outfeed. Grech and Grech chose the
Opera 5 with three internal units – the CKF
configuration, which comprises a cross unit, a
combination unit (hard rubber roller and
electronic segmented pad) and a
superfinishing unit (electronic segmented pad
with chevron belt) plus three accessories, a
Tynex structuring brush, a Scotchbrite brush
for finishing with paint on structured panels
and a linear blower to clean the panels.
There is an Opera 5 XLL version for
manufacturers who don’t only sand flat
panels. The X in the XLL refers to the X-spin
unit, which is equipped with three groups of
rotating brushing discs that oscillate, enabling
it to reach inside routed areas with different
thicknesses on the same panel, such as on a
Shaker door. The L denotes a brushing unit.
The second and third units are equipped
with abrasive strips fitted on a brush, one of

Michele Luzio
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Top left: Accessories at the
outfeed.
Above: Intuitive graphics
make for easy operation.
Far Left: Height adjustment
without calipers
Left: Steve is particularly
impressed with the vacuum
bed, which is ideal for holding
down small or painted pieces
during sanding.

which rotates anti-clockwise to cover the
surface area as much as possible. It is possible
to add a planer unit for removal of up to
3mm in one pass but the Opera 5 isn’t really
about heavy calibration. The planer unit
provides added versatility if you need it.
There are some quite special features
on the Viet Opera 5. Michele Luzio takes up
the story:
“The Opera 5 is a finishing sander for
veneer, lacquer and basecoat sanding. It is
equipped with a perpendicular cross unit.
This is the best to achieve a very good finish
with high grits like 600, 800, 1000, or 1200
because these very fine grits tend to clog
quite easily. If there is any pigmentation of
the paint it won’t mark the sanding belt or
the panel, it will just disappear from the belt.
“Every cross unit is provided with a
chevron belt that helps it to adapt to the
surface and to improve the cooling. Also,
the belt is provided with slots – like felt tips
and slots between. These, together with the
5520 millimetre belt length, help with
cooling because air can pass between. It
increases belt life quite a lot.

“Belt-changing has been made much
easier on the latest model Opera 5. Viet has
added a special support on top of the unit
that helps the operator drive the belt into
the right position before pushing it on.
“As well as the cross unit, the Opera 5
at Grech and Grech is equipped with Vietpatented electronic segmented pads that
have been proven many times for the
finishing quality they can achieve. They
enable less pressure to be applied on, for
example, edges where it is very easy to sand
through coating layers. Then we have a
superfinishing unit, which is much like an
electronic segmented pad plus an additional
chevron belt that is between the sanding
belt and the pad. This enables the unit to
follow the shape of the panel even better.
It’s less rigid than a pad and it adapts better
to the shape, giving a better finish on flat
panels. The electronic segmented pad and
superfinishing unit will compensate for +/1mm if the core of the panel and veneer are
not perfectly calibrated. They can sand in
the same way even if the surface is not at
the same height.

“Each program on the Opera 5 enables
you to set the machine to the right height
or thickness automatically. You can process
panels between 3mm and 160mm in
thickness, even up to 200mm if needed. We
can even offer an Opera 5 that can go as
low as 0.3mm for sanding coils or veneer
sheet but that requires some special
pressure shoes to hold the veneer so it
doesn’t jump while it’s being sanded.
“The Opera 5 has a thickness-reading
system. The operator can use a calliper and
type the thickness in or he can use the
gauge. All he has to do is press a button on
the screen, place the panel in the measuring
area and either the machine head or the
table will reduce the thickness until the
gauge tip touches the surface of the panel.
That provides an exact thickness
measurement.
“For calibration, if you don’t want to
measure your panels but instead you want
to reduce them by 3mm, the Opera 5 can
be equipped with a steel wheel that allows
you to select the material removal you want
irrespective of the thickness of the panel

you are measuring. It’s a very easy machine
to calibrate without a calliper.”
The vacuum bed is an important feature
and it’s certainly one Grech and Grech have
found very useful. “It allows the sanding of
painted panels as well as small or short
pieces because it keeps the pieces attached
to the conveyor during sanding,” Michele
explained. “Lighter pieces and painted pieces
will always slip more and the vacuum keeps
them stable.”
The 1350mm-wide Opera 5 is a machine
with a fixed table, making it ideal for use in
line as well as in stand-alone applications. The
working height of 900mm from the ground
and fixed table make it easier to sand the
heavy boards and three-metre-plus doors in
some of Grech and Grech’s designs. “It’s the
most robust system you can have on a
sander,” said Michele.
Programming the machine is very easy and
the Opera 5 is available with a choice of 8.5”
or 15” touchscreen. “The graphics are very
user-friendly,” Michele assured and it’s a point
Steve endorsed: “It’s very easy to program,”
he told me. “We have 25 programs on the

machine for all different styles of lacquer,
primer, sealers – everything.
“One of the best features we’ve found is
the ability to take pressure off the edges.
Boards move, they take moisture in, so we
always lift the pressure a bit so you don’t get
sand-through. On priming, you don’t want to
do all that work and then find the machine
has taken the edges off. If it’s not set up
properly it will do that. We have a program
for everything we do. The lads click on the
program, click on the picture of the belt, the
machine tells them which belts to put on,
they put the belts on, load the program, set
the thickness and that’s it, they are putting
panels through. It’s as simple as that. The lads
don’t need to do anything more.”
Steve is also thrilled with how clean the
boards come off the Opera 5: “We have an
air-blowing unit that cleans the panels before
they go to spraying – something the other
machines we looked at didn’t have – so
instead of the lads cleaning by hand, the
machine does it for them. It saves a lot of time.
“Although we bought the Opera 5 to
manage quality, the things it does for us are

amazing. It’s taken a lot of work off our
shoulders and that’s really important when
each panel goes through so many processes.
In an average kitchen, we’re talking 30-40
carcase panels, each with five components.
That would normally take a day for one guy
to prep by hand. The Opera 5 will do it in
two hours. If something takes eight hours
by hand, it will do it in an hour or so. It’s
that quick. And every panel that comes off
it is consistent in quality. It’s exactly what
we needed.”
But in the best tradition of Grech and
Grech, while the machine ticks all the boxes,
Steve already has his eyes on the next goal:
finishing with 1500 grit on the crossbelt and
burnishing every panel by hand until it
sparkles like a mirror isn’t enough for him. He
now wants a 2000 grit belt for the ultimate in
panel perfection.
For more information on the Viet Opera 5
call Biesse UK on 01327 300366 or, if you are
reading the App edition of Furniture Journal
with your smartphone or tablet, touch any
picture marked with a link sign to watch a
video or download the Opera 5 brochure.

